and youth ministry. These students who were going into education and youth ministry. These students were wanted their future, because they are the ones most likely to be working with students in the future.

Deans of speakers from around the country will address the Student Occupational Super Conference, a program that has been going on at Liberty for 20 years now. Carson felt it was important to bring the event back to the campus this year.

Students from the arts, sciences, and business were all represented in the Student Occupational Super Conference. A range of topics was presented, from job search strategies to internships and networking.

The Student Occupational Super Conference is an annual event that brings students together to discuss their future plans and career opportunities. It is a great way for students to get advice from professionals in their field and to network with other students who are also looking for opportunities.

**Construction on student center to begin soon**

By Laurie Williams, reporter

While DeSileski enjoys being close to customers, members of the administration work well in their roles to plan for a new student center. The project began possible last spring, when DeSileski and President Jerry Falwell met to discuss the next steps. The focus was on creating a space that would be a hub for students and faculty, a place where they could come together to socialize, study, and have fun.

The student center will be located on the third floor of the Vines Center, which will be complete in January 2002. The center will house a variety of facilities, including a full-service cafe, a bookstore, a student lounge, and a multipurpose room for events.

The center is expected to open on September 11, 2002, in time for the start of the fall semester. Students and faculty are excited about the new space and are looking forward to seeing the final product.
when you knew you had made it at Liberty. Where is everyone going to hang out now? Maybe one of you will have the answers. I do not get to see where I should be hanging out. The fountain knows that I sit and ponder these important things of life at night — they can. Let’s see Brian Boitano do that.

Artistry, we watch to see human beings hit each other as hard as possible. Are they ever going to put up another wall in DeMoss for people to body-slam while looking for the next guy’s hand to shake or give a high five? I don’t know of a better way to spend an entire week than watching? I guess I am doomed to a life of social mediocrity. I would pay money for someone to shave that thing.

Kate. She would grab his afro and sling him around. I would pay $3 to watch singing contract? Her singing sounds like a cross between one of the munchkins on Wizard of Oz, and a prolonged wheeze. Every time I hear her sing, I want to slap her on the back to try and clear her mind that she just could not think of good decisions before she made them. Said Mr. White is the president and founder of Kanakuk Kamps and “Spiritual Milestones for Your Children.” The Liberty Channel was born from WTLU, directly involved with the university. We pay $8-$10 per hour. Bilingual (Spanish) needed. We use proper diction and have reliable transportation. Marilyn Hickey, James Merritt & James Robison. InService America works with some of the largest companies in the world. Our clients have included many Fortune 500 companies. InService America is committed to providing Christ-centered, uplifting programming.

The Liberty Channel is a self-contained, segmented digital signal that can be televised on The Liberty Channel or WTLU. The Liberty Channel is founded on the network. Its goal is to share Liberty University’s programming such as: athletic events, concerts, and special events such as concerts. The Liberty Channel is a self-contained, segmented digital signal that can be televised on The Liberty Channel or WTLU. The Liberty Channel is founded on the network. Its goal is to share Liberty University’s programming such as: athletic events, concerts, and special events such as concerts.

The Liberty Channel was born from WTLU, directly involved with the university. We pay $8-$10 per hour. Bilingual (Spanish) needed. We use proper diction and have reliable transportation. Marilyn Hickey, James Merritt & James Robison. InService America works with some of the largest companies in the world. Our clients have included many Fortune 500 companies. InService America is committed to providing Christ-centered, uplifting programming. The focus of The Liberty Channel is Liberty University, said Mike Tilley, president of The Liberty Channel. In the future, Wednesday evenings

Monday - Thursday 7am - 6pm
Friday - Saturday 7am - 10pm
Sunday Closed

For more information about Sky Angel, go to www.skyangelusa.com or call 1-800-FOR-SKY.

By Paul Ratnoff, reporter

The Liberty Channel launched on the Sky Angel satellite network at 4:55 p.m. on Wed., Sept. 12. The statewide broadcast network is on the network. Its goal is to share Liberty University’s programming such as: athletic events, concerts, and special events such as concerts.

Two items, Get One FREE!

Name Brands & Housewares
50% - 70% Off

501 N., right on Lakeside, go 2 miles and the shop is on the left. 330-4722

Now Hiring!

InService America works with some of the largest national ministries and non-profit ministries in the country. Known calls for clients include: Larry King, Dr. Jefferial, Dr. Stanley, Chuck Swindoll, Adrian Rogers, Robert Schuller, Franklin Graham, Promise Keepers, Jerry Falwell, Dr. Jerry Jacobs, James Mott & James Robison. Must be available to work between weekdays 2:30-3:00 p.m., Sundays 4:30pm-5:00pm, Wednesdays 6:30pm-7:00pm and Saturdays 10:30am-12:00pm & Sundays 6:00pm-7:00pm. Must be able to type minimum 25 wpm and use proper diction with the clients. We pay $8-$10 per hour. Bilingual (Spanish) needed primarily during the evening sessions. For more information about Super Conference, visit www.libertyuniversity.org/superconference.

Remember to pray for the family and friends of the victims of the attacks, and our nation’s leaders to make good decisions.
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30 visits $30.00
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Sometimes, if you wash the dishes before she goes to bed, you might have a chance to do anything she tells you. If you do not want to do it all night. Maybe one of you will have the answers.
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Local church gets R.E.A.L.

Published: Tuesday, September 25, 2001

By Debra Henderson, staff writer
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Lest we forget America's past mistakes

by Alexandra Reis, Soph.

The insensible backlash was no terrible that many Japanese-Americans came to view their problems as inferior family relationships. What made America turn on them? At the same time, many Japanese-Americans turned against America and not Japan. There is a history of the U.S. and the Japanese- American conflicts in the history of the U.S. and the Japanese-American conflict in the U.S. The American spirit is blind to color and nationality, and so it cannot be too lasting.
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Random thoughts about random things

"I realize that patriotism is not enough. I must have no hatred or bitterness toward anyone.

—Edith Carell

Opinion

The Liberty Champion

Prayer for the nation

From the Hispanic Heritage Commemoration last Friday, to the Integrity Fair held Sunday afternoon, programs like the upcoming Oct. 8 Canadian Thanksgiving and the Oct. 27 African Kid's Festival, these cultural awareness and diversity workshops focus on particular countries, cultures or topics to "foster an appreciation and understanding of all cultures.

Reagan memo

The "right" turn.

Fifty-one percent of turns are right turns. (No one under the age of 40 seems to know why this is so.) Life is forever changing and continually gives us choices about which way we should go. Think about the "right" turn.

The Champion staff will no longer be the "Manual Feed Losers" of the computer lab.

To enrich your appreciations, explore new ways to add details to your family tree, visit ancestry.com

"Manual Feed Losers" of the computer lab.

"As long as the testing is not too brutal, I am comfortable to be home schooling. Filling them with my family watching "Schoolhouse Rock" instead of thinking about all of my life's failures.

CLASS 1992-93, 95

Stacie Davis

Stacie Davis

amiee Phillips, Soph.

"1 love animals so much it's so, I don't think that it

"Animals aren't human, they run as far as they want to save a bunny.

"As long as the testing is not too brutal, I am comfortable to be home schooling. Filling them with my family watching "Schoolhouse Rock" instead of thinking about all of my life's failures.

"I think it's better than
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"As long as the testing is not too brutal, I am comfortable to be home schooling. Filling them with my family watching "Schoolhouse Rock" instead of thinking about all of my life's failures.
Commentary

**Unity of a nation inspiring in time of uncertainty**

The story title reads "The Liberty Champion, page 5." The text begins with a quote: "The world stood in a moment of silence and respect for our brave men and women who have lost their lives for the sake of freedom."

The article starts with a reference to a biblical verse: "Proverbs 28:1: "When the righteous rise, their people are blessed; but when they sit, their people [are] cursed." The author reflects on the strength and resolve of the nation in the wake of the September 11 attacks.

The text continues with a narrative that describes the unity of the nation, the boldness of its leaders, and the resolve of its citizens. It mentions specific events and actions taken by the government and the people to respond to the tragedy.

The article ends with a statement about the future, expressing hope and resilience for the American people in the face of adversity.

---

**Student Life**

**Student Activities**

- **Masquerade Coffee House**
  - **Tryouts October 1 & 2 & 2001**
- **Coffee House Coffee Sept 20, 2001**
- **Concerts**
  - **De Cal Talk - November 4, 2001**
  - **Chris Rice - November 17, 2001**
- **The Great Carless Drive-In**
  - **Oct 6, 2001**
- **Featuring**
  - **Shrek**
- **Homecoming Parade**
  - **September 29, 2001**
- **Prizes for best Dorn Floats**
  - **1st - $250, 2nd - $150, and 3rd $100**
- **Sign your dorn up today at x132**

---

**Intramural Sports**

**The Intramural season is in full swing. Check out your schedule on the new Intramural web site.**

---

**Crispness 'falls' into dread**

The article discusses the political implications of the events following the September 11 attacks. It mentions that the nation faced a significant challenge and that the government's response was immediate and decisive.

The article highlights the unity of the nation, the strength of its leaders, and the resolve of its citizens. It mentions specific events and actions taken by the government and the people to respond to the tragedy.

The article ends with a statement about the future, expressing hope and resilience for the American people in the face of adversity.


**Nature's Call**

**Have some fun in Virginia's bosom.**

By Teresa Buecker, regular

"It's campus sites for lower. Summertime. the great outdoors. Virginia's beauty."

Without leaving the state you can walk the land from the coastal beaches to the mountain tops. The beaches are beautiful and mountain experience is unique. Without leaving your home you can be on a beach at the same time it rains blue sky atop you. In the winter months you can hit the slopes and head up the mountains you can experience the breakdown of the snow and enjoy the mountain views. There is no need to hit a mountain to enjoy the mountain views you can be inside the mountain and see the blue sky.

There is a number of reservations to enjoy the beautiful mountain views. In the summer, you can enjoy the views of the mountains and the ocean. In the winter, you can enjoy the views of the mountains and the snow. There is no need to hit a mountain to enjoy the mountain views you can be inside the mountain and see the blue sky.
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By Ben Liechty, reporter

A

A woman takes off her bathroom chenille bathrobe. The second story of student life is filled with laughter, deep discussions, arguments and complaints that are voiced in the Marriott each day. Not only does the Marriott serve as a haven to students during their free time, but it also provides a place where students can meet with friends and go to school full time. Whichever N'Sync guy is free that day, seven days a week. Since the renovation last semester, there are many changes occurring with the way the students are served and also what they can choose to eat. There is a small selection of food that can be chosen from in the Marriott's new layout. Whatever your mood is at the time, there is always something for everyone. From the popular N'Sync menu to smoothie choices, there is always something to please every kind of palate. 

Favorite food: Chinese. There are so many different Chinese places to choose from in Lynchburg. On any given day, seven days a week, there are many changes occurring with the way the students are served and also what they can choose to eat. Whichever N'Sync guy is free that day, seven days a week. Since the renovation last semester, there are many changes occurring with the way the students are served and also what they can choose to eat. There is a small selection of food that can be chosen from in the Marriott's new layout. Whatever your mood is at the time, there is always something for everyone. From the popular N'Sync menu to smoothie choices, there is always something to please every kind of palate.

Roanoke, Va. Hometown: Whatever your mood is at the time, there is always something for everyone. From the popular N'Sync menu to smoothie choices, there is always something to please every kind of palate.

 Favorite Scriptue verse: "Go with the flow." — Billy Mexico
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### LU hockey begins season by crushing NC State

By Andy Coffin, reporter

The Flames ice hockey team opened its season with a victory in front of a nearly sold-out crowd last Friday at Williams Stadium, the Homecoming venue for football.

The Flames explode for 14 points in the first period.

Café LeNoir—Quarterback Ben Parsen powers his way into the net for one of his two touchdowns. The Flames beat the Delaware State Hornets, 56-7 in Liberty's home opener last Saturday.

Score: 7-1

### W'Soccer: Improves to 2-3 with win over UNCA

After a slow start at High Point, the Lady Flames quickly rebounded with a 2-0 victory at UNC Asheville last Saturday.

The away match against Marshall was just minutes after Asheville's goal.

### Football looks at Wingate

By Wes Perkins, sports editor

After coming victorious from an emotional game versus Delaware State, Liberty University now looks ahead as they gear up for a Wingate showdown.

Because last week's scheduled game against Furman was postponed due to the tragedy in New York and Washington, Liberty was playing in front of a foot-friendly crowd.

Two million investors. 80 years' experience. 1 weird name.

### TIAA-CREF: has a long history of managing portfolios for the world's sharpest minds.

TIAA-CREF has a long history of managing portfolios for the world's sharpest minds.

### 2 Million investors. 80 years' experience. 1 weird name.

THA-CHF has a long history of managing portfolios for the world's sharpest minds.

### New Baked Pasta

A hearty, meaty meal loaded with cheeses.

3.99

limited time only
New Basketball program: Speakers talk of life beyond the court

By John Fend, sports editor

In the first installation of Liberty University’s men’s basketball series, Dr. John M. Borek, Liberty University men’s basketball coach, addressed the team Thursday.

"It was the most emotional day of the year that was not our sports," Borek said. "We are starting to think about the things that we accomplished, and it is hard to believe the things that we accomplished." Borek said that he knew that it was important to have the right people on the team.

"When everyone gets together, things start to happen," Borek said. "It is important to have the right people on the team." Borek said that he knew that it was important to have the right people on the team. Borek said that it was important to have the right people on the team.

Borek wrapped up the talk with a bang. Borek said that it was important to have the right people on the team. Borek said that it was important to have the right people on the team.

**Annie of the week**

Annie of the week was chosen by the student body. Annie of the week was chosen by the student body.

**Advertise with the administration**

You can't afford not to! (804) 965-3210

**Champion Special**

"90% off first class rates" (2015-16 academic year) 

**NOTES**

وظيفة في قسم التسويق

**Fare:**

Playoffs

Continued from page 10
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"The most exciting thing of the day was that our guys came to play and with the events after the game was a survival day for the country," Coach Karcher said.
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It's also a three-way race.

The American League pennant race has been as wide open as the NL Central, where the Pirates have done so well. The American League race, however, has been a three-way battle between the Orioles, Rangers and Red Sox, with two of the teams having a shot at the wild card. While the Orioles and Rangers are in a neck-and-neck battle with the Red Sox, it's also possible that a fourth team could sneak in.

However, I don't think it will be.

The Orioles and Rangers have the best rosters and pitching, but the Red Sox have the best defense.

In the NL, it's a two-way race.

The NL Central is a two-way race between the Pirates and Cubs. The Cubs have the best offense, but the Pirates have the better defense.

The NL East is a three-way race between the Braves, Mets and Phillies. The Braves have the best pitching, the Mets have the best defense and the Phillies have the best offense.

In the NL West, it's a three-way race as well.

The Pirates and Reds have been neck-and-neck with the Cubs, and the NL West is also a three-way race.

Red card hurts Flames against Herd

Flames fall 2-1 to Herd

The Flames are 0-1-1 this season.
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